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Abstract
In this paper we tackle the verification of basic auction models that are at the heart of many marketbased multi-agent systems. Specifically, we program auctions in a BDI-based programming language
and then use agent model checking to verify logical properties concerning time, beliefs and goals within
the multi-agent system. The basic auction model is then extended with coalition formation and trust, and
verification of these aspects is carried out.
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Introduction

The basic idea of an auction [36, 26] is at the heart of many multi-agent scenarios [7]. Not only are auctions central to e-commerce applications [12, 21], but are implicit within many market-based approaches
to agent computation. These include resource-allocation [23], telecommunications [22], electricity supply
management [13], agent mobility [8], task allocation and scheduling [38, 33, 14]. However, although much
work has been carried out on the deep analysis of auction mechanisms, such as through formal mechanism
design [40], the analysis of implementations of auction mechanisms has lagged behind. While there has
been some work on the formal verification of auction implementations, such as [19], this has been lacking an agent perspective. Thus, the more sophisticated agent aspects such as goals, intentions, beliefs and
deliberation have not been verified within an auction context. It is this we aim to tackle in this paper.
We aim to implement simple and intuitive auction models in a BDI-based programming language and
then apply agent verification techniques to these implementations. Although initially used sparsely, the BDI
aspects will become more relevant as we extend and develop the auctions to incorporate coalition formation,
trust, and dynamic aspects of both these properties. In addition, although the examples are small, they are
clearly representative of many larger, and more sophisticated, multi-agent systems. The verification will be
carried out using an agent model-checking system [4] and the (simple) properties verified will be given in a
logic of belief, goals and time.
In carrying out this work, we point the way towards the future formal verification of sophisticated
market-based approaches. As such approaches are increasingly used in both safety critical and business
critical scenarios, deep analysis such as this will be vital in establishing the reliability, security and efficacy
of such systems.
∗ Work
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1.1

Background: Agent Programming Languages

As the concept of an “agent” becomes more popular, so the variety of programming languages based upon
this concept increases. These agent-oriented programming languages range from minimal extensions of
Java through to logic-based languages for “intelligent” agents [3, 20]. In our work, we are particularly
concerned with approaches based on rational agent theories [41], primarily the BDI theory developed by
Rao and Georgeff [31]. Such languages not only incorporate the autonomous behaviour required for the
agent concept, but also provide sophisticated mechanisms for instigating, controlling, and reasoning about
goal-directed behaviours.
In the area of autonomous agents and multi-agent systems, AgentSpeak is one of the best known agentoriented programming languages based on the BDI architecture. It is a logic-based agent-oriented programming language introduced by Rao [30], and subsequently extended and formalised in a series of papers
by Bordini, Hübner, and colleagues1 . Various ad hoc implementations of BDI-based (or “goal-directed”)
systems exist, but one important characteristic of AgentSpeak is its formal semantics. This aspect is particularly important, since BDI approaches are increasingly used in complex, critical applications such as
space exploration [28, 9, 35]. Once we have a BDI language with clear formal semantics, then the possibility of applying formal verification techniques, especially within critical applications, is opened up. In
particular, we utilise the G WENDOLEN programming language [15], which is small, tailored for use with
our verification system, and essentially based on AgentSpeak.

1.2

Background: Formal Verification and Model Checking

By formal verification we mean carrying out a mathematical analysis in order to assess all the potential
behaviours within a system. The behavioural requirements we have of complex systems can be specified
using formulae from an appropriate formal logic. Importantly, the formal logic used can incorporate a wide
range of concepts matching the view of the system being described, for example time for dynamic/evolving
systems, probability for systems incorporating uncertainty, goals for autonomous systems, etc. This gives
very great flexibility in the descriptive language that can be used.
Given such a specification, we can check this against models/views of the system under consideration in
a number of ways. The most popular of these is model checking [10, 24], where the specification is checked
against all possible executions of the system; if there are a finite number of such executions, then this
check can often be carried out automatically. Indeed, the verification, via model checking, of both hardware
systems (such as chip designs) and software systems (such as device drivers) has been very successful [1, 2],
and has led to the recent application of verification techniques to autonomous agents [5, 6, 29, 39].

1.3

Background: AJPF — Model-Checking Agent Programs

We have been developing techniques for verifying multi-agent systems over a number of years [4, 5, 6]. The
agents involved are rational (and, so, are capable of “intelligent” autonomous behaviour) and are represented
in a high-level language describing their beliefs, intentions, etc. In particular, we have previously looked at
the verification of BDI languages [17], comprising both homogeneous and heterogeneous multi-agent systems [18]. In order to carry out formal verification, formal descriptions of both the system being considered
and the properties to be verified are required. Producing formal descriptions for multi-agent systems is well
understood, with the BDI approach to rational agency being particularly popular [32, 31]. Our approach,
based on model checking [11], is outlined in [16] and described in more detail in [4]; see Fig. 1 [4].
1 Jason

is a Java-based platform — http://jason.sf.net.
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Figure 1: Outline of Approach.
A multi-agent program, originally programmed in some agent programming language and executed in
an interpreter based on the Agent Infrastructure Layer (AIL), is represented above. Each agent uses AIL data
structures to store its internal state comprising, for instance, a belief base, a plan library, a current intention,
and a set of intentions (as well as other temporary state information). They also use the specific interpreter
for the agent programming language built using AIL classes and methods.
The interpreter defines the reasoning cycle for the agent programming language which interacts with
the model checker, essentially notifying it when a new state is reached that is relevant for verification. This
allows the model checker, AJPF (Agent JPF), to create a Java product automata from the program and a
property defined in the AJPF property specification language.
The product automata runs in the JPF (Java PathFinder [37, 25]) virtual machine. This is a Java virtual machine specially designed to maintain backtrack points and explore, for instance, all possible thread
scheduling options (that can affect the result of the verification) [37]. The JPF model checker is extensible
and configurable, which allows us to optimise its performance for AIL-based systems, for instance AJPF
has a specialised Property Listener which terminates execution of the product automata if it detects that the
property has been, and will remain, satisfied for the rest of the run.

1.4

Background: G WENDOLEN

Within this paper, we target one particular BDI language, namely G WENDOLEN [15]. Although this language is simple, it is designed to exhibit many features common to BDI languages, and is specifically tailored
for use with AJPF. Agents are represented as sets of initial beliefs and goals together with a library of plans.
A multi-agent system is a set of agents together with an environment through which communication occurs
and in which actions are performed.
Plans are enabled when an agent has certain beliefs and goals and suggest a sequence of deeds to be
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performed in order to attain a goal. Plans may also be triggered by events, such as changes in belief following
perception or the commitment to goals. We term such plans triggered plans whereas plans which depend
on an agent’s internal state alone are untriggered plans. Plans are therefore a triple of a triggering event (if
relevant) a guard (that is checked against the agent’s beliefs and goals) and a body of deeds to be performed.
G WENDOLEN agents also distinguish two sorts of goals. Achievement goals make statements about
beliefs the agent wishes to hold. They remain goals until the agent gains an appropriate belief. Perform
goals simply state a sequence of deeds to be performed and cease to be a goal as soon as that sequence
is complete. When an agent takes an action it executes code specific to that action in the environment.
Typically this code alters the set of propositions that are perceptable by agents. It may also cause messages
to be added to an agent’s inbox. Agents go through a specific perception phase when they check their
beliefs against the environment’s percepts and modify them accordingly. At this point agents also handle
the messages currently in their inbox.
We use the syntax ↑a m to indicate the action of sending a message. Gwendolen agents maintain beliefs
about the messages they have sent and received so the syntax ↑a m is also used in plan guards as is ↓a m to
indicate that a message has been received.

2

Case Study — Bidding and Coalitions in Simple Auctions

The basic case study we will describe, program and verify is initially very simple. In the sections below we
will describe the basic scenario, and then describe more sophisticated variants each becoming increasingly
realistic.

2.1

Basic Auction Scenario

The basic idea is simple. A number of agents (in the diagram below, three) make bids of some value to an
auctioneer agent. The auctioneer agent then awards the contract to the highest bidder and announces this.
This cycle can then repeat, if necessary (note that, in our verified scenarios, the bidding process does not
cycle).

Auctioneer
bid_1

bid_3
Announce
Winner

Announce
Winner

bid_2

Announce
Winner

Agent 1

Agent 3

Agent 2

The G WENDOLEN code for the four agent (one auctioneer agent and three bidding agents) is given below.
Here, all agents believe what they are told. Agent ag1, who takes the role of the auctioneer, essentially
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records bids from the other agents and, when bids have been received from the other 3 agents (ag2, ag3,
and ag4) notifies the agents of the winner. (Note that we have simplified this to assume that bids are either
100, 150, or 200, with the agent bidding 200 winning — we will describe changes to this later.) The bidding
agents (ag2, ag3, and ag4) are essentially the same. Each has a (perform) goal to make a bid (!p bid), and
one plan to achieve this. This plan just allows each agent to make a bid of either 100, 150, or 200.
AGENT: ag1
Plans:
+↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+bid(Z, A) : bid(X1 , ag2) ∧ bid(X2 , ag3) ∧ bid(X3 , ag4) ∧ bid(200, A1 ) <- ↑A1 tell(win)
AGENT: ag2
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag2)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(100, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(100, Name))
AGENT: ag3
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag3)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(200, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(200, Name))
AGENT: ag4
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag4)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name))

The verification carried out on this basic scenario and reported in Section 3 concerns scaled versions of this
scenario:

Auctioneer
bid_1

Announce
Winner

Announce
Winner
bid_2

Three Agent:
Agent 1

Agent 2
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Auctioneer
bid_1

bid_3
Announce
Winner

Announce
Winner

bid_2

Announce
Winner

Agent 1

Agent 3

Four Agent:
Agent 2

bid_4
Auctioneer

Announce
Winner

bid_1

Agent 4

Announce
Winner
Agent 1

bid_2

Announce
Winner
Announce
Winner

bid_3

Five Agent:
Agent 2

2.2

Agent 3

Auction Coalition Scenario

The above basic scenario was next extended to include the possibility of coalitions [34, 27]. In our model,
a coalition is when several agents collaborate by pooling their bid resources in order to win the auction. For
example, if three agents x, y, z bid 100, 150 and 200 respectively, then z ought to win every time. However,
if x and y form a coalition, their collective bid of 250 will be enough to win the auction.
A simple coalition scenario was implemented in G WENDOLEN with 4 agents: one auctioneer, and three
bidders. Two of the bidders bid straight away, but one of the agents attempts to form a coalition by communicating with one of the other bidders. The contacted bidder agrees to form the coalition, and informs the
coalition former of its bidding amount. The coalition instigator then combines its own bidding amount with
that of its coalition partner, and submits this bid to the auctioneer. Then, having received all of the bids, the
auctioneer announces the winner. Below, Agent 2 instigates the coalition:
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Auctioneer
bid_3
Announce
Winner

Announce
Winner

bid_2

Announce
Winner

Agent 1

Agent 3

combine?
transfer

Agent 2

The G WENDOLEN code for the four agent (one auctioneer agent, ag1, and three bidding agents (ag2, ag3,
and ag4) coalition scenario is given below.
AGENT: ag1
Plans:
+↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+bid(Z, A) : bid(X1 , ag2) ∧ bid(X2 , ag3) ∧ bid(X3 , ag4) ∧ bid(250, A1 ) <- ↑A1 tell(win)
AGENT: ag2
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag2)
Initial Goals: +! p coalition
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(250, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(250, Name))
+!p coalition : my name(Ag) ∧ ¬↑ag4 tell(coalition(Ag)) <- ↑ag4 tell(coalition(Ag))
+agree(A, X) : > <- +!p bid
AGENT: ag3
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag3)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(200, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(200, Name))
AGENT: ag4
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag4)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name))
+coalition(A) : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑A tell(agree(Name, 150)) <- ↑A tell(agree(Name, 150))
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The main difference in this scenario, as compared with our earlier one, is that one agent, ag2, has a goal to
form a coalition (!p coalition; we will see later that such goals need not be injected initially). Agent ag2 then
contacts ag4 and proposes a coalition. If ag4 agrees then ag2 can now bid a winning 250 (i.e. 100 + 150).
Clearly, we would like to verify that this approach does, indeed, lead to ag2 winning the auction. This is
one of the properties we verify in Section 3.

2.3

Auction Coalition Scenario Variant

A further variant on the auction coalition scenario was implemented. In this case, a round of bidding takes
place in which all agents bid. Then, after an agent discovers that it has lost the auction, it sends a message
to another agent (not the winner) to form a coalition. Then, the agents bid again.
Below, we provide the code for one agent in this scenario (the auctioneer). We do not expect the reader
to follow this in detail, but present it to show that the agent programs verified can become quite complex.
In what follows +lock is a G WENDOLEN key word that forces the interpreter to continue processing that
intention, to the exclusion of others, until it is unlocked (with −lock). ∗B is a G WENDOLEN command
that “suspends” that intention (i.e. excludes it from further processing) until B is believed, and win(Ag, Am)
is an action which posts information about the current winner to the environment, and c winner(Ag1 , Amw )
records the current winner within the plan rules.
AGENT: ag1
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag1)
Rules: allbids : −bid processed(ag2) ∧ bid processed(ag3) ∧ bid processed(ag4)
Plans:
↓Ag bid(Ag, Am1 ) : bid(Ag, Am2 ) <- − bid(Ag, Am2 ); +bid(Ag, Am1 )
↓Ag bid(Ag, Am1 ) : ¬bid(Ag, Am2 ) <- + bid(Ag, Am1 )
+bid(Ag, Am) : c winner(Agw , Amw ) ∧ Amw < Am ∧ allbids <- +lock;
−c winner(Ag1 , Amw );
+ann winner,
+c winner(Ag, Am);
win(Ag, Am);
−lock
+bid processed(Ag) : c winner(Agw , Amw ) ∧ allbids ∧ ann winner <- +lock;
+ann winner;
win(Ag1 , Am2 );
−lock
+bid(Ag, Am) : ¬c winner(Agw , Amw ) <- + c winner(Ag, Am); +bid processed(Ag)
+bid(Ag, Am) : c winner(Agw , Amw ) ∧ Amw < Am ∧ ¬allbids <- +lock;
+c winner(Ag, Am);
+bid processed(Ag);
−c winner(Ag1 , Amw );
−lock
+bid(Ag, Am) : c winner(Agw , Amw ) ∧ Am < Amw ∧ ¬allbids <- + bid processed(Ag)

2.4

Coalition Trust Scenario

This auction scenario is similar to that described in Section 2.2, except the coalition forming agent now has
a belief about which other agent(s) it can trust, i.e., the other agents with which it would prefer to form a
8

coalition. This trust aspect is static, that is, the coalition-forming agent starts the auction with belief(s) about
which agents it can trust, and these do not change during the auction.
The G WENDOLEN code for the five agent (one auctioneer agent, ag1, and four bidding agents, ag2,
ag3, ag4, and ag5) coalition trust scenario is given below. As we can see, agent ag2 ‘trusts’ ag4 and so,
even though both ag4 and ag5 offer coalitions, ag2 will only work with ag4.
AGENT: ag1
Plans:
+↓Ag tell(B) 
: > <- + B


 ag2
↑ tell(win(A));
bid(X1 , ag2) ∧ bid(X2 , ag3) ∧ bid(X3 , ag4)
+bid(Z, A) :  ∧(bid(Z, A) ≥ bid(X1 , ag2)) ∧ (bid(Z, A) ≥ bid(X1 , ag3))  <-  ↑ag3 tell(win(A)); 
∧(bid(Z, A) ≥ bid(X1 , ag4))
↑ag4 tell(win(A))
AGENT: ag2
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag2), trust(ag4)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name))
my name(Name) ∧ ¬win(Name) ∧ trust(Ag)
<- ↑Ag tell(coalition(Name))
+win(A) :
∧¬↑Ag tell(coalition(Name))
+agree(A, X) : > <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(300, ag2))
AGENT: ag3
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag3)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(200, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(200, Name))
AGENT: ag4
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag4)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name))
+coalition(A) : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑A tell(agree(Name, 150)) <- ↑A tell(agree(Name, 150))
AGENT: ag5
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag5)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name))
+coalition(A) : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑A tell(agree(Name, 150)) <- ↑A tell(agree(Name, 150))
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2.5

Dynamic Trust Scenario

This final auction scenario builds upon the previous one. Here, if the coalition-forming agent loses the
auction, it tries to form a coalition with an agent it trusts. Then, if its coalition is successful in winning the
auction, it stops. However, if its coalition is unsuccessful then it no longer believes that it can trust the other
agent in the coalition, and will try to form another coalition with another agent it trusts (except the winner).
AGENT: ag1
Plans:
+↓Ag tell(B) 
: > <- + B


 ag2
↑ tell(win(A));
bid(X1 , ag2) ∧ bid(X2 , ag3) ∧ bid(X3 , ag4)
+bid(Z, A) :  ∧(bid(Z, A) ≥ bid(X1 , ag2)) ∧ (bid(Z, A) ≥ bid(X1 , ag3))  <-  ↑ag3 tell(win(A)); 
∧(bid(Z, A) ≥ bid(X1 , ag4))
↑ag4 tell(win(A))
AGENT: ag2
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag2), trust(ag4), trust(ag5)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(150,

Name))

my name(Name) ∧ ¬win(Name) ∧ trust(Ag)
↑Ag tell(coalition(Ag));
<+win(A) :
∧¬ f ormed coalition(Ag0 ) ∧ ¬↑Ag tell(coalition(Name))
+ f ormed coalition(Ag) 
 Ag


↑ tell(coalition(Ag));
my name(Name) ∧ ¬win(Name) ∧ trust(Ag)
+win(A) :
<-  + f ormed coalition(Ag); 
∧ f ormed coalition(Ag0 ) ∧ ¬↑Ag tell(coalition(Name))
−trust(Ag0 )
ag1
+agree(A, X) : > <- ↑ tell(bid(300, ag2))
AGENT: ag3
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag3)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(200, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(200, Name))
AGENT: ag4
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag4)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name))
+coalition(A) : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑A tell(agree(Name, 150)) <- ↑A tell(agree(Name, 150))
AGENT: ag5
Initial Beliefs: my name(ag5)
Initial Goals: +! p bid
Plans:
↓Ag tell(B) : > <- + B
+!p bid : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name)) <- ↑ag1 tell(bid(150, Name))
+coalition(A) : my name(Name) ∧ ¬↑A tell(agree(Name, 150)) <- ↑A tell(agree(Name, 150))
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3

Verification

We now discuss the results of verifying our various auction scenarios. In particular we will discuss the
property that was verified for each scenario and provide some time, state space and memory statistics for
the verification attempt. Our use of AJPF, optimised as it is to the agent scenario and the AIL, considerably
reduces the state space compared to the state space that would be searched by JPF alone. However, it should
be noted that although the state space is smaller, the transitions between states often require considerable
computation in the JPF JVM. This virtual machine is not optimised for speed. This accounts for the relatively
large time taken per state that is shown by our figures compared to many model checkers (see Section 4 for
comment on efficiency).

3.1

Properties of the Basic Scenario (from Section 2.1)

The following property was verified:
♦B(agi , win)
where agi is the agent with the highest bid, ‘B’ is the belief operator, and ‘♦’ means “at some time in
the future”. In other words, the agent with the highest bid will eventually believe it has won. This scenario was tackled with 3, 4 and 5 agents, with the following statistics (here, timings are given in the form
hours:minutes:seconds).

Elapsed Time
Size of State Space
Max Memory

3.2

1 auctioneer
2 bidders
0:00:55
44
17MB

1 auctioneer
3 bidders
0:06:58
265
19MB

1 auctioneer
4 bidders
1:06:01
1706
20MB

Properties of the Auction Coalition Scenario (from Section 2.2)

In this scenario, we verified the property
♦B(a j , win)
where a j is the coalition-forming agent. Recall that here, two agents who could not win on their own form
a coalition; the verification shows that they are, indeed, successful.

Elapsed Time
Size of State Space
Max Memory

3.3

1 auctioneer
3 bidders; 1 coalition
0:06:35
575
21MB

1 auctioneer
4 bidders; 1 coalition
1:54:04
4571
22MB

Properties of the Auction Coalition Scenario Variant (from Section 2.3)

Recall that, in this scenario, the coalition formation was not “hard-wired” from the start. Agents bid and,
when they find they have lost, might then attempt to form a coalition for the next auction. We have tackled a
number of variants of this, both in terms of the number of bidding agents (3 or 4), the number of coalitions
that can be formed amongst the bidders (1 or 2), and the property verified. In particular we verified both
properties involving time and belief (as previously) and time and goals.
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Belief Property.
The property verified here was
♦B(ak , win)
where ak is the agent that forms the winning coalition.

Elapsed Time
Size of State Space
Max Memory

1 auctioneer
3 bidders
1 coalition
0:06:48
429
22MB

1 auctioneer
3 bidders
2 coalitions
0:13:26
903
24MB

1 auctioneer
4 bidders
1 coalition
0:53:15
2496
23MB

1 auctioneer
4 bidders
2 coalitions
2:17:17
6728
25MB

Goal Property.
The property verified was
♦G(ak , coalition)
where ak was the (last) coalition forming agent. Here, ‘G’ is the ‘goal’ operator. In verifying this, we are
not checking that the agent necessarily achieved any win, but that it (at some point in its execution) adopted
the goal to form a coalition.

Elapsed Time
Size of State Space
Max Memory

3.4

1 auctioneer
3 bidders
1 coalition
0:04:43
234
20MB

1 auctioneer
3 bidders
2 coalitions
0:07:40
469
22MB

1 auctioneer
4 bidders
1 coalition
0:40:34
1452
21MB

1 auctioneer
4 bidders
2 coalitions
0:58:08
2780
23MB

Coalition Trust Scenario (from Section 2.4)

We now turn to the scenarios involving trust. In this scenario, the agent would only form a coalition with
a trusted agent, and its idea of trust was prescribed initially. Four agents were used in the first example: an
auctioneer, and three bidding agents a1 , a2 , a3 with bids 100, 200 and 150. The property verified was
♦B(a1 , win)
where a1 forms a coalition with a3 after losing the auction to a2 . The results were:
Elapsed Time
Size of State Space
Max Memory

0:03:18
297
20MB

In the second example, five agents were used: an auctioneer, and four bidding agents a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 with bids
100, 200, 150 and 150. The property verified was
♦B(a1 , win)
where a1 forms a coalition with one of the trusted agents, a4 and a5 , after losing the auction to a2 . The
results were:
12

Elapsed Time
Size of State Space
Max Memory

3.5

0:25:37
2065
22MB

Dynamic Trust Scenario (from Section 2.5)

Finally, we have the dynamic trust scenario, where an agent loses trust in another if they fail in a coalition
together. Five agents were used: an auctioneer, and four bidding agents a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 with bids 100, 200, 25
and 150. The property verified was
♦B(a1 , win)
where a1 forms a coalition with one of the trusted agents after losing the auction to a2 . If it chooses a4 first,
it wins and stops. If it chooses a3 first, it loses the auction and distrusts that agent, trying subsequently with
a4 . It then wins the auction. The results were:
Elapsed Time
Size of State Space
Max Memory

4

0:20:30
2065
22MB

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have discussed the verification by model-checking of agent-based auction software. We
have focussed on a series of scenarios of increasing complexity in order to demonstrate that, although the
complexity of the model checking task increases with the complexity of the scenario it is nevertheless
a realistic proposition to model-check the properties of interesting multi-agent implementations within a
reasonable time. For example, as we reach the situation where agents form coalitions together, based on
a dynamic notion of trust, in order to compete with other agents, then we are not far from realistic agent
systems.
Clearly, for bigger scenarios improved efficiency will be required (and, indeed, this is something we
are actively working on), but the examples implemented and verified in this paper show that non-trivial
market-based multi-agent systems can be automatically verified.
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